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Computer science (CS) for K-12 students is a hard subject with abstract concepts to learn. Multiple-choice questions (MCQ) are often used to supplement classroom learning, with feedback from wrong answers playing a role in addressing misunderstandings. Semantics, a dimension of Legitimation Code Theory, a framework for understanding knowledge practices, has been suggested as a useful theory for reviewing and structuring CS learning events. In this discussion paper, we explore the use of ‘semantic profiling’ to improve feedback to wrong answers in MCQ for post-16 students studying SQL and relational databases. We describe the reflexive review process we developed and present the semantic profiles of two case studies of new feedback for wrong answers. New answer feedback to five questions was trialed in a pilot study with five students, and students self-reported the new feedback as useful. For example, students liked the metacognitive aspect of feedback that explained why answers were wrong or right and liked the generalised summaries. From our reflexive experience, we suggest reviewing MCQ questions and using semantic profiling for feedback can help MCQ authors and students develop their feedback literacy, particularly for creating learner ‘feedforward’ (take-away) opportunities. The approach we used has promise that we will build on, and we invite other researchers to explore and evaluate this approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The teaching of computer science (CS) is challenging, involving abstract concepts that can be difficult to learn. For students aged 17 to 18 taking higher-level CS examinations, there is pressure to achieve good grades as they approach competitive applications for university. To achieve this, some teachers turn to online systems to supplement in-class teaching with multiple-choice questions (MCQ) that provide practice as well as formative and summative assessment of knowledge. Commentary from teachers and students using a student-facing CS education platform over the last four years, the period of its existence, has been that the MCQ feedback needs to be improved for wrong answers. This platform is an online learning tool that provides school-aged CS content and questions, including MCQs [31]. To address the request to improve feedback, especially as feedback has been suggested to be a powerful influencer on achievement [13], this pilot study has been conducted to investigate using concepts from the Semantics dimension of Legitimation Code Theory (LCT) [16] to improve online feedback to MCQ. LCT is useful for learning complex CS concepts in schools.
and has been used to analyse written feedback by tutors for undergraduate essay writing in English Studies [30], but as yet has not been explored for constructing MCQ feedback for wrong answers in CS.

2 RELATED WORK

Students studying at age 17-18 years old for formal CS examinations are often required to learn about databases and associated programming languages [8, 11, 14]. Specifically, in some countries, concepts such as normalisation, primary keys, foreign keys and referential integrity are learned about and how these are implemented in Structured Query Language (SQL) (e.g. [1]). Research related to the teaching of databases and SQL has focused on university settings, where this topic is a mainstay of undergraduate courses [29] with research including teaching approaches, student errors, concepts taught, easing teacher workload [29] and using automated marking tools [23]. For K-12 education, there is little research on teaching these topics, except the work by Grillenberger who has developed a simplified programming language for high-school students to develop database applications (EledSQL) [10] and provided a data literacy competency model including processes such as modeling and analyzing data [12]. Also, there has been work done with a small number of high-school and university students on types of SQL misconceptions [20], which will be important to address, as with when learning programming (e.g. [6]), including through feedback to students.

In a synthesis of over 800 meta-analyses of classroom teaching and learning research, Hattie reported feedback as one of the most "powerful influences on achievement" [13, p.173]. However, this referred to when teachers found out about students learning, e.g. what errors they had made. Also, Hattie reported that more often than not, feedback in classrooms, for example, from peers, was incorrect [13, p.4]. Feedback provided by technology might be expected to be more often correct than from peers. However, how useful it is to learners is likely related to the pedagogy being used in the type of learning activity [28, p.20, p.23]. Work on student 'feedback literacy' has described 'feedback literate' students as understanding and appreciating: the role of feedback in improving work, the active role needed by learners, and the different processes they might use to effectively action feedback [4]. Feedback has been categorized into four types, each with different student processes to use: a) Telling, a uni-directional transmission of 'correct' answers assuming a passive role for the student; b) Guiding, in which the students are being pointed in the right direction so that they may learn by applying knowledge to practice; c) Developing understanding, creating meaningful abstractions which require students to be active in their construction or adjustment of knowledge structures; d) Deliberately opening up a different perspective, which requires students to be actively engaged in interpreting and evaluating knowledge [19].

Technology can support how concepts are explained, how assessment is delivered, and provide timely learner feedback [28], including using online multiple-choice questions (MCQ), which have become popular. Guidance on MCQ construction includes a) Keeping the question structure simple, and ensuring the question has a clear, suitable learning objective [3]; b) Only common errors, misconceptions and plausible answers should be used as distractors not fabricated, false answers that are out of context [3]; c) Limiting answers to plausible options, typically three of which one is correct [26]; d) If seeking to increase the difficulty of MCQs, it is important to scaffold learning and provide feedback that allows students to correct their errors [3]; e) Students can learn an incorrect answer by selecting it; therefore the wrong answer should be challenged [3]. However, guidance on MCQ feedback construction is less clear; research on general e-assessment feedback has found high variability of impact on student outcomes and limited research [7].

Legitimation Code Theory (LCT) offers a conceptual toolkit that can be used to interpret the various dimensions of educational practice [16]. Semantics is one dimension of LCT and involves the concepts of semantic gravity (SG) and semantic density (SD). Semantic gravity expresses how closely meaning relates to its context and can be stronger or weaker along a continuum of strengths; for example, semantic gravity would be stronger if an explanation was...
dependent on a specific context and weaker, say if there was no context in a generalised definition. Semantic density refers to the complexity of meaning and can also be stronger/weaker. Semantic density is stronger when, for example, a claim condensed many meanings within it and weaker if that claim involved relatively fewer meanings. These strengths can be represented on a ‘semantic profile’ (Figure 1) where the y-axis shows strengths of semantic gravity and semantic density and the x-axis represents time or text-time [16]. Some profiles look like a flat-line, where the strengths stay the same over time, while others may depict ‘semantic waves’, where strengths move up and down. For example, Figure 1 shows the profiles of two students’ essays: the low-achieving student’s profile is a low flat-line, whereas the high-achieving student’s essay comprises waves or recurrent moves down and up [16, p19]. Moves down are when complex meanings are simplified (weakening semantic density) and grounding ideas in concrete examples (strengthening semantic gravity). Moves up are when more complex meanings are built and meanings generalised and abstracted and concrete examples are linked back to abstract concepts and terms [16]. The idea of balancing abstract and concrete feedback is not new in CS (e.g. [15]), but semantic profiling brings a formalisation to this. Semantic profiling has been applied to unplugged CS activities and introductory programming tasks with the suggestion that semantic waves can enrich learning experiences and improve knowledge acquisition [5, 32]. Focusing on assessment, these LCT concepts have been used to analyse undergraduate chemistry question construction [27] and to review undergraduate students’ free-text answers to physics questions [9]. In the teaching of undergraduate writing, semantic gravity has been used to investigate tutors’ ‘feedback literacy’, with the finding that written feedback was often too context-bound and not generalised so did not reach up the semantic profile, hence students could not easily use it to ‘feed-forward’ into their next writing activity that would be in a new context [30]. It is this move upwards, conveying ideas that students can take out of the specific context and into new contexts, that we focus on here.

This study uses semantic profiling as a framework for developing structured online MCQ feedback presented to students after they have selected a right or wrong answer on a specific learning platform. The platform has been designed to be used in classrooms, by teachers to supplement traditional CS teaching [31]. The platform presents various question types all with a practice pedagogy of multiple tries with tailored feedback. When attempting questions, if the student selects a correct or an incorrect answer, feedback is provided instead of the correct answer. Students can attempt a question as many times as they like. Being able to practice problem-solving with immediate feedback scaffolds learning, provides low-stakes formative self-assessment, promoting self-efficacy, and self-regulation [21, 31].

3 DESIGN OF THE STUDY

In this pilot study, we focused on the feedback provided to MCQ answers investigating how semantic profiling might be used to review and construct MCQ answer feedback, and what students might think of such feedback. There were four phases of the study. Ethics approval was obtained for working with participants and handling their data. The
The research question for this study was: **RQ In what ways was MCQ feedback changed using semantic profiling, with the aim of improving it, and how did students respond to the new feedback?**

**Phase 1: Question selection** Rather than creating new questions, existing questions were taken, reviewed and changed. Questions were selected from the platform. To reduce any cognitive load that might result from participants as they swapped topics, two aligned topics were chosen to select questions of databases and SQL. These topics were chosen as they were commonly studied topics for the age group yet had limited research conducted (Section 2), therefore leading to a longer-term contribution. Three questions were picked from the existing question set of eleven for databases and two from sixteen for SQL. Question selection was relatively arbitrary, apart from giving a breadth of concepts.

**Phase 2: Developing new versions of the answer feedback** The second author produced an initial version of the updated feedback, and then the first author, who is experienced in semantic profiling, profiled the initial version. Together they reviewed the profile and updated the feedback to complete the new version. The objective was to produce movements up the profile, from very context-bound and simpler meanings to more context-independent and complex.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflexive prompts</th>
<th>Question 1</th>
<th>Question 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. About the learning objectives</td>
<td><strong>1.1 What is the learning objective?</strong> Work out the cardinality of the relationship between two entities given a scenario and data requirements.</td>
<td><strong>1.2 Categorise by revised Bloom's level.</strong> Construct a SQL query selecting data from two tables using an appropriate join and filters. apply and analyse declarative, procedural, conditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Categorise by type of knowledge needed.</td>
<td><strong>1.3 Categorise by type of knowledge needed.</strong> declarative, procedural, conditional</td>
<td>apply and analyse declarative, procedural, conditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0 About concepts and contexts</td>
<td><strong>2.1 Identify core technical language e.g. core concepts and abstract/high-level terms</strong> e.g. entity, many-to-many, one-to-one, one-to-many, instance</td>
<td>SQL terms (e.g. SELECT, FROM, WHERE), primary key, foreign key, join</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 Remove any superfluous terms</td>
<td>e.g. &quot;high quality signed copies&quot;</td>
<td>No change needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 Remove non-related distractors</td>
<td>One wrong answer removed</td>
<td>All answers were functional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4 Separate vocabulary of dependent concepts</td>
<td>ER modelling terms separated from database implementation terms</td>
<td>ER modelling terms separated from database implementation terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4 Make culturally relevant</td>
<td>e.g. “collage” changed to “painting”</td>
<td>No change needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0 About feedback knowledge representations</td>
<td><strong>3.1 Add a different representation</strong> ER diagram bold, bullet points, different fonts, coloured text, signalled important aspect with starter phrase “Notice that...”</td>
<td>Database tables with example data all-caps, camel case, different fonts, coloured text, signalled important aspect with starter phrase “Notice that...”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 Highlight key terms.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.0 Construct the feedback for each question answer considering the semantic profile.

Table 1. Reflexive prompts and commentary for each case study question and feedback

meanings, ending with a relatively decontextualised summary of the concepts. Throughout this process, a reflexive journal was kept to log the discussions and decisions made by the researchers.

**Phase 3: Student workshop and qualitative data analysis** Having created the feedback for the five selected questions, these were shared with five students aged between 17 and 18 years old in an online workshop. The workshop was not associated with a school activity; rather, it was a separate research context and run by the research team. Recruitment for the pilot was purposive; students were invited by email from an existing voluntary student panel (related to the online platform) to take part in the research workshop. Students are not paid to be on the student panel.

The online workshop took one hour and involved the students trialling the five questions with the new answer feedback in the online platform. The students were told that new questions were being explored for the online platform and were asked to look at the feedback for each answer (right or wrong) for each of the five questions. They were asked to complete an online survey as they went along, noting what they thought of the feedback. Students were asked “What is your view of the changed feedback for wrong answers?”, “What is your view of having feedback for correct answers?” and “How can we help your teachers to use the new functionality effectively?”

Data from the student surveys were analysed using an inductive/deductive qualitative method [18] drawing from reflexive thematic analysis [2]. Reflexive thematic analysis requires the researchers to spend time actively reading and re-reading the data, finding repeated patterns of meaning within the text. Having uploaded the survey responses to NVivo, the second author reviewed the data looking for themes, and then discussed these with the first author agreeing on initial codes. The second author then coded up the data from initial ideas, inductively and deductively splitting and merging themes. The coding was then reviewed with the first author, and consensus was achieved for all coding. To increase the trustworthiness of the method, the first and second authors journaled their activities, including thought processes, and decisions and continually collaborated at each phase [24].
Phase 4: Case studies Two sample profiles of updated feedback for wrong answers were selected and reviewed with the fourth author, an expert in the field of semantic profiling. The objective of this was to verify the profiling process, discuss the resultant profiles as part of the reflexive approach and develop the related discussion. The selected profiles became case studies and are called Question 1 and Question 2. As well as sharing the detail of the profile of these wrong answers, we have described the commentary of our reflexive prompts for the questions (see Table 1).

As we had a small number of questions (\(n = 5\)) from a limited concept base (databases and SQL) and the sample size of participants was small (\(n = 5\)) and were purposively recruited, generalisation should be treated with caution.

4 FINDINGS

As we reviewed and adapted the answer feedback to control the gradual contextualization and simplifying of ideas (moving down the profile) or decontextualisation and complexifying of ideas (moving up the profile) to create a smooth but deep relative difference between the bottom and top of the profile for each feedback, we developed a set of reflexive prompts to help us think about the learning objectives, concepts and contexts and knowledge representations (Table 1).

4.1 Case studies

We selected two questions as case studies. One case study question (Question 1), was an entity–relationship question (Figure 2) and the other was a SQL question (Question 2) (Figure 3).

The original feedback for the wrong answer C for Question 1 was “A sale is for a copy of a collage, but a collage will have many sold copies”. This sits toward the bottom of the profile (see Figure 1) as it uses everyday language in a specific context. For Question 2, answer option C, the original feedback was: “This SQL SELECT statement will produce a list of all the active polls but will not include the options of each poll”. This sits a little further up the profiles as does involve more complex language alongside simpler everyday language but it remains situated in a specific context.

![Fig. 4. Semantic profile for the feedback for wrong answer C for Question 1](image)

The commentary of our responses to the reflexive prompts for the two case study questions is shown in Table 1. The new feedback and its semantic profile for option C, a wrong answer, for Question 1 are shown in (Figure 4). This
feedback profile for Question 1 moves upwards or is what LCT terms an ‘up escalator’ profile. We have broken the feedback into five parts (A-E) shown verbatim in Figure 4. Firstly, (A), the reader’s attention is drawn to a quote from the question that is important to address the wrong answer chosen, but using everyday language and situated in the question context. Then, (B), the quote is summarised and interpreted and primes the readers about key technical vocabulary using bold to draw attention - this shifts up a little through moving away from the question context and introducing complex terms. (C) shifts up again by using another context in the scenario, exemplifying a many-to-many relationship, and bringing in more technical terms and concepts (foregrounded through the use of bullet points, colours, and fonts). (D) shifts upwards: most of the context is stripped away in favour of an abstract Entity-Relationship diagram that condenses many meanings such as cardinality. Finally, (E) is a single ‘take-away’ message in which all the context from the question has been removed and meanings are technical terms setting out a standard technical but complex definition of a many-to-many relationship.

The new feedback and its semantic profile for option C for Question 2 are shown in Figure 5. The profile this feedback reveals is a semantic wave that starts and ends high. We have broken the feedback into five parts (A–E), shown verbatim in Figure 5. The feedback begins (A) by referring to the incorrect answer by using the technical term “SELECT statement” and without drawing on the framing context of the question. It is thus relatively decontextualized (weaker semantic gravity) and complex (stronger semantic density). In (B), the attention of the reader is drawn to database tables and fields, using technical vocabulary – QuestionText, PublishedDate, Poll, OptionText and Option – taken directly from the question, including using the same font and colour as they appear in the question. Thus, semantic gravity is strengthened as the feedback leans into the specifics of the question, while semantic density remains relatively strong. In (C), a table is introduced with data to exemplify the feedback. This is mostly lacking highly technical terms, uses relatively simpler language, does not describe complex processes or relationships and is grounded by examples: stronger semantic gravity and weaker semantic density. In (D), we return to a similar kind of feedback to (B) in terms of
the semantic profile. Here, the feedback again directly uses terms (including font and colour), such as technical SQL commands and table and field names, from the question, as well as further concepts (‘primary key’, ‘foreign key’, and ‘WHERE clause’). The feedback also outlines relations among these terms (e.g. which field is used to join the database tables). Thus, it is moving up from the simpler example of the table in (C), increasing the abstractness and complexity of the knowledge being expressed. The final feedback step (E) comprises a generalised technical statement shorn of any mention of the context of the question. This ‘take-away’ statement is a generalisation that condenses all the previous meanings for all actions of this kind: weaker semantic gravity and stronger semantic density.

These case study question feedback options were selected as we had created different profiles: an up escalator, and a semantic wave profile. In either case, we could have constructed any type of profile, a flat-line, down, or up escalator, single wave, or multiple waves. We chose to create feedback text with different profiles, each of which moved towards ending high on the profile with a contextualised and technical ‘take-away’ message which has been suggested to improve feedback [30] and learning experiences [16].

4.2 Student views on changes

Students’ free-text workshop survey answers, amounting to over 1,400 words, were analysed to develop themes (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme (all expressed as positive views)</th>
<th>Student ids</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Explains why each option is right or wrong.</td>
<td>S1, S2, S3, S4, S5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Provides detailed, thorough, deeper explanation.</td>
<td>S1, S4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Potential misconceptions are addressed.</td>
<td>S3, S4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Highlights what is important.</td>
<td>S1, S4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Explains the approach to solve the question.</td>
<td>S4, S5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Signposts key knowledge in various representations.</td>
<td>S1, S4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Provides a generalised summary.</td>
<td>S3, S4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Themes of student responses to new feedback

Theme 1: Students found that clarifying why an option is right or wrong was very helpful. “I find this feature useful because instead of saying the answer is correct, it also explains why the answer is correct which can be especially useful if the student guessed the answer.” [Student S1] “I think it is helpful because it provides very detailed feedback as it gives an explanation of the terms mentioned in the question and then it uses that to explain why your answer is wrong.” [Student S4]

Theme 2: Two students commented that the increased level of detail in the new explanations was helpful: “The feedback for answer B was helpful because it simplified why the two keys were foreign keys and from what table they are primary keys in.” [Student S4]

Theme 3: Two students viewed the new feedback as helpful to address potential misconceptions. “I like how the information is related to the wrong answer rather than the right answer, (e.g. about composite keys rather than foreign keys) because there must have been some misunderstanding about composite keys in this case, but talking too much about foreign keys is just giving away the right answer.” [Student S3]

Theme 4: With regard to highlighting what information was important, two students mentioned this, e.g. “For Question 1, the feedback for answer C was helpful because it boldened the important information that could have caused misconceptions.” [Student S4]

Theme 5: Two students said feedback was helpful as it gave guidance on how to approach solving the question: “For Question 5, the feedback for answer C was helpful because it showed what the result of the wrong SELECT statement would be and it clearly showed the reasons on how the student should have approached the problem.” [Student S4]
Theme 6: Two students noticed different representations of knowledge, e.g. "the feedback is useful because of the use of tables and using bold to highlight key terms to help students get the correct answer." [Student S1]

Theme 7: Two students explained how they liked the generalised summary of a concept: "It is really nice to have a concise statement about the answer to the question. I like that this statement is different to the answer of the question - it is just summarising foreign keys in general, for instance, rather than giving the answer again." [Student S3] "For question 2, the feedback for answer C was really helpful as I struggle with relationships between entities. I like how it said why the answer was wrong, gave an example of a many-to-many relationship and how it reinstated what a many-to-many relationship was generally." [Student S4]

5 DISCUSSION

Our research question for this study was: *In what ways was MCQ feedback changed using semantic profiling, with the aim of improving it, and how did students respond to the new feedback?*

We developed a set of reflexive prompts that helped us prepare for profiling the feedback for each question. This gave us a consistent approach to the process as we built up an understanding of how to work with the concepts from LCT to provide a relative change in the semantic gravity and semantic density of ideas and finish on a generalised statement of the relevant concept. Using our reflexive prompts, we first checked that questions and answers met suggested guidelines for multiple choice questions, e.g., that all distractors were plausible etc. (Section 2). In general, the questions already met the requirements for well-structured MCQ, few changes were needed. Rather the changes made were in constructing feedback in the structure of a semantic wave or up escalator for each answer.

One significant aspect of the feedback was the addition of a detailed explanation of why the relevant answer was either right or wrong. Students liked this aspect of the new feedback and that related misconceptions were directly addressed. In research on MCQs, it has been recognised that misconceptions can be re-inforced by students selecting wrong answers (despite the answer then being marked as wrong) and that feedback is needed to tackle the negative impact [3]. This issue was directly addressed in the new feedback that we created, as the reasons why an option was right or wrong was explained. This change provided meta-knowledge about answers, giving students a clear signal that they can use this knowledge, building students’ ‘feedback literacy’ as they take an active role in working with feedback to adjust their knowledge [19] through the explicit and detailed explanation about the answers.

As part of the profiling, we focused on core technical terminology and how to carefully control its introduction and the complexity of meaning of these terms. In our review of the two case study profiles, we noticed that we primed the students to prepare them about forthcoming technical detail. The priming was often through typographical cues, making them bold, or in italics, in a different colour, or even through bullet points. We also started to use phrases such as "Notice that..." to draw attention to significant elements of the question. Then with each step of the structured explanation, the context of the question was stripped away as technical vocabulary was gradually introduced. For example, the technical term ‘many-to-many’ was primed by using bold typography of the word ‘many’ in the context of the question. Then a ‘many-to-many relationship’ was explained using a different example (within the same question scenario), and the word ‘many’ was signalled as being important in bullet points to exemplify the relationship between two entities. Students remarked they liked having what was important signalled and they noticed the different formats used to do this. Research on typography cues and multimedia in reading comprehension indicates cues focus the reader’s attention [17]. However, it is less clear whether readers remember or understand terms more when being cued, with indication there may be learner illusions with increased confidence to understand, but this does not always lead to long-term knowledge building [22]. Further research is needed to explore strategies such as priming or signaling.
Different formats of knowledge representation were also used more explicitly. For the second case study (Question 2 case), we exemplified a potential misconception that may have contributed to the wrong answer by directly connecting to the scenario of the question using a table of example data. This presentation of the data can be categorised as relatively strong semantic gravity (context-dependence). Students remarked they found such exemplification useful.

For Question 1, we added an Entity-Relationship (ER) diagram. This knowledge representation acts very differently to the table of data. To interpret ER diagrams, a person has to understand the meaning of the shapes and lines, for example, the splayed lines (i.e. crow’s foot) depict a cardinality of ‘many’. There is much condensation of knowledge in this abstract representation (weaker semantic gravity and stronger semantic density). Again, students noted the use of diagrams as useful, but here compared to the table of data, the knowledge representation is very different with respect to the relationship to semantic gravity and semantic density. In research on what media affects learning and how (e.g. [17]), using semantic gravity and semantic density could help to analyse in more detail the differences between media.

Generally, in reviewing the semantic profiles, we noted two ‘frames’ for each question. Firstly, the context in which the question was situated, such as recording sales of posters (Question 1), and secondly, the type of learning activity - using MCQs. The MCQ learning activity influences the type of feedback [19] given and will be different compared to other ways of learning (such as peer feedback during pair programming). In MCQ learning activities, there may be more telling and some guiding, but perhaps less opportunity to develop understanding and open up new views. Similarly, feedback literacy [4] for MCQs will likely differ from other learning activity types. Using MCQs, students may play the percentages to figure out how to answer a question by spotting patterns. If a question stem is changed or the question options are reordered, students may find earlier MCQ feedback hard to apply effectively. We argue that by creating detailed, rich, mini-learning feedback experiences, students’ views of MCQ for learning may change, raising the value of MCQ for formative assessment. As part of this, semantic profiling provides MCQ authors, teachers and students with ingredients to unpick knowledge building in feedback and to consider the role of students in using the components of feedback. For example, a key objective of our new feedback was to leave students with a technical and generalisable ‘take-away’ message high up on the profile that could to be applied to other MCQ questions and even used outside the setting of MCQs. This approach of ending with a generalised view was noticed and appreciated by students. Further research is needed to discover if such ‘take-away’ endings effectively support students’ ‘feedback literacy’ [4] to adjust their understanding and to ‘feed-forward’ [30] to use in new other learning activities.

6 CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

In this pilot study, we explored the use of semantic profiling to improve feedback to wrong answers in multiple-choice questions to post-16 students studying SQL and relational databases. We presented the reflexive prompts that we developed for feedback creation and the semantic profiles of two case studies of new wrong answers. New answer feedback was piloted with a small group of students, and the changes were welcomed. Students particularly liked how the feedback explained why answers were right or wrong. In the discussion, we drew upon research on feedback literacy to reflect on how semantic gravity and semantic density provide the ingredients to improve feedback literacy for students and content authors. Using the platform Ada Computer Science [25], we plan to trial the changed feedback through A/B testing, to compare different profiles and conduct further qualitative work with a wider classroom population. We invite other researchers to explore these opportunities in different contexts. As a final point, machine learning is starting to be used to create tutoring applications that provide student feedback. Whether large language models can be trained using data with specific semantic profiles remains to be seen, but certainly, investigating feedback literacy with semantic profiling for students, teachers and content writers seems an important avenue for further study.
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